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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to present a new convergence result for critical branching 
Markov chains. We consider a continuous time model, and only the ‘transient’ case. Our 
goal is to answer the following question: from what initial states does the process converge? 
Theorem 1 below gives a more or less complete answer to this question. Previous work has 
concentrated on random initial states which are either translation invariant and/or satisfy 
some condition involving domination by a nice reference measure. We need neither of these 
conditions. Let us begin by defining the model. 
Consider a system of particles which undergo random motion and branching on a count- 
able set X. The motion is governed by a Markov chain transition kernel p(x, y) on X, the 
branching is governed by a death rate b, 0 < b < 00, and an offspring distribution &, k E Z+. 
Each particle lives an exponentially distributed lifetime with mean b _ ‘. At the end of a 
particle’s lifetime the particle disappears, and is replaced by k particles (all located at the 
parent site) with probability &. During its lifetime a particle moves at rate one according 
to p(x, y). This means that a particle at x waits an exponential, mean one time and then 
jumps to y with probability p(x, y). All particles act independently of one another. We 
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assume throughout hatp(x, x) = 0 for all x E X, and that the offspring distribution is criricul, 
nondegenerate, and has a finite second moment. Letting 4(s) = CT=,, (bksk and 
K = &‘( 1) , the assumptions on the offspring distribution can be stated in the form: 
&(l)=l and O<K<“. (1.1) 
Forlaterusedefine~(u)=~(l+u)-(1+u),u~[-1,O].Notethat~(u)=~u2forthe 
special case of binary branching ( & = (b2 = 4). Let ‘I: denote the process starting from a 
single particle at x, and let q:(y) be the number of particles at site y at time t. $ is an 
element of s= (Z+ )x. The process ( r$ ( = C _vEs q:(y) is a nonspatial critical branching 
process. A rigorous construction of r$ (and more general models) can be found in Section 
9.4 of Ethier and Kurtz [ 31. 
With the single ancestor processes $ we can construct the general process by superpo- 
sition. Let { qi, x E X, i = 1, 2, . . . ) be a family of independent processes, each ei being 
an independent copy of 7;. Given any configuration c~ s”, we define a branching Markov 
chain 77, with vC, = 5 by letting 
%(Y) = c c e(Y) . 
rEX i= 1 
(1.2) 
This construction shows that 77, is an additive system in the sense of Harris [ 51. Moreover, 
the construction works if {is random; we need only require that jand the 7:’ be independent. 
Let 2 denote law and let d denote weak convergence of probability measures. Thus 
_5?( 7,) =j p as t --) ~0 means that for any finite A CX and [E 2, 
lim P( 7, = c(x) for all XEA) = F( (7: v(x) = t(x) for all XEA)) . 
f--)X 
Weak limits /J are proper, i.e. p( ( q: q(x) <a) ) = 1 for all x E X. Let 0 E E denote the 
configuration which is identically 0, and let S, be the unit point mass at 0. We say that 0, 
becomes extinct if 
_5?(7,)*S0 ast-tx, (1.3) 
and that q, is stable if 7, has a non-degenerate (i.e. not 6,) invariant measure. The funda- 
mental distinction between extinction and stability for qr is related to recurrence/transience 
properties of the underlying kernel p(x, y) Kallenberg [ 61 proved the decisive result of 
this type for a large class of related discrete time models. More recent treatments are 
contained in the books of Kerstan, Matthes and Mecke [7] and Liemant, Matthes and 
Wakolbinger [ 8)) which are comprehensive accounts of discrete time ‘cluster’ processes. 
Durrett [ 21 proved a version of this dichotomy for a class of continuous time models. We 
do not address this interesting question, but focus exclusively on the stable (i.e. p(x, y) 
transient) case. 
To describe our results we need additional notation. Let p”(x, y) denote the nth iterate 
ofp(x,y). For t>,O let 
p,(x, y) =e-’ C f”p”(x, y)ln! 
n=O 
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and for rr: X + R + let p,“(x, y) denote the symmetrized kernel 
P,“(X* Y) = c n(z)J%(z, n)p,(z, Y) . 
Let C: be the collection of functions g : X + R’ with finite support. For g E Cz define 
g(y)rl:(y) - 1 1 
and for r: X+ [W+ let 
Tr(g) = C 7r(y)(e-“‘Y’- 1) t-b 
I 
; C ~(Y)@[&(Y, ~11 ds. (1.4) 
yex YE-X 
We will see that for certain Z- the Laplace transform formula 
rl(y)g(y) =exp p&) , ge c,’ , (1.5) 
determines a measure p, on E The F, are our candidates for weak limits of 77,. A measure 
,U on 3 is called a Poisson field with intensity A : X+ R + if for finite A CX and EE c”, 
~(v(x) =Kx) for all SEA) = n exp( -h(x)) 
[A(x)]@) 
x E A 5(x)! . 
Finally, if n: X+ Rc and k: XXX + R” we will write ?rk for the function defined by 
n&Y) = Cxts Nx)k(x, Y). 
Our first result shows that if r is invariant for p,(x, y), and the symmetrized kernel is 
transient, then p, exists and is invariant for 7,. 
Theorem 1.1. Assume rr: X + R + satisfies np = r and 
forallx,yEX. (1.6) 
Then (1.5) defines a measure p, which is invariant for 77,. Furthermore, ifSf(qJ is a 
Poissonjeld with intensity n-, then 
_Y(7jt)*pR ast+m. (1.7) 
For example, consider an irreducible, symmetric random walk kernel p(x, y) on X= Z”, 
da 3. For every fixed t9> 0 we can define an invariant n by setting g(x) = 8. Then ( 1.6) 
is satisfied, and hence for every 0>0 there is an invariant measure pH for q, where the 
parameter 8 gives the density E,,v( x) = 0. 
Theorem 1.1 is an example of a ‘well known’ result which is a little hard to document. 
A proof in the discrete time setting can be given using Kallenberg’s backward stability 
criterion and Proposition 2.3.1 of [ 81, See [ 41 (especially Proposition 2.4) for the contin- 
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uous time setting. We include the statement and proof of Theorem 1.1 here because it seems 
worthwhile to have an elementary, self-contained account of this fundamental fact. Our 
proof does not rely on the ‘backward’ method. 
We come now to the main result of the paper, which determines the ‘domain of attraction’ 
of a given pT Let + r denote convergence in probability, and for y E X let 
Let 
E -0 = 
-t 
6E Z C [(x)p,(x, y) <co for all y EX, t >O . 
XES > 
Theorem 1.2. Let TT: X+ R +, and assume that 
G,(y) <m for all yEX, 
limp(x,y)=O foraZlyEX. 
.r*@= 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(a) If_Y(qO) satisjies 
qOpl(y) -fP’rr(y) as t+m for all yEX, (1.10) 
then ( 1.5) defines a measure pT on & such that 
P(q)=,l_~, ast+a. (1.11) 
(b) Conversely, if qO E HO is deterministic, and _S?( 7,) converges weakly as t -+ a, then 
thereisarr:X-+Rfsuchthatq,pt+~,aand(l.ll) holds. 
Before discussing the conclusions of Theorem 1.2 we consider ( 1.8) and ( 1.9). Condition 
( 1.8) is a type of strong transience condition; assuming rrp < r, it implies ( 1.6). ( 1.8) is 
satisfied,forexample,ifX+Zd,d&3, andbothp(x,y) andq(x,y) =Cz,sp(x,z)p(y,z) 
are the transition kernels of irreducible d-dimensional random walks (see P7.6 of Spitzer 
[ lo]) . Condition ( 1.9) is also satisfied for random walks. It says that the chain governed 
by p(x, y) cannot drop into a finite part of the state space in finite time from far away. 
Turning to the conclusions of Theorem 1.2, we note that when specialized to deterministic 
90 E EO, Theorem 1.2 shows that q,pr * 7~ if and only if _5?( qt) * Pi. This is similar to 
Theorem 1.1 of Liggett and Port [9] for systems of independent Markov chains, and is 
apparently new for branching systems, even in the case that p(x, y) is a random walk kernel. 
It is perhaps surprising that the limit /_L, in ( 1.11) need not be invariant for Q Indeed, if 
( 1.10) holds then no < rr, but strict inequality is possible. In such cases the limit F= is not 
invariant. This peculiar situation is possible because 7, is not Feller. We give an example, 
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due to Tom Liggett, of this phenomenon in Section 5. The example also works for the 
systems studied in [ 91. 
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we develop 
the necessary moment and Laplace transform formulas. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 
1.1. Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 4, and Liggett’s example is given in Section 5. 
2. Some preliminaries 
We begin by collecting some useful results concerning the single ancestor processes 6. 
Recall that 
@(u)=&l+u)-(l+u), uE[-l,O]) 
and 
(cr&, t) =E exp - C SEXY) - 1, gECi+ .( .“GX 1 
Jensen’s inequality and the inequality 1 - e -’ < v imply 
O,< - &(.C t) G c g(y)M(y) 
YEX 
(2.1) 
Taylor’s theorem implies that for u E ( - 1, 0) there exist tin (u, 0) such that 
CD(u) = f &I( 1 + a) u *. Since I$’ is increasing, 
o<:(U)<+KU2. (2.2) 
Our first result is well known. 
Lemma 2.1. Assume g E Cc+ and x, y EX. Then 
&(x3 t) = C P,(x, y) (e -g(-v) - 1) + b 
YEX 
&C(Y) =p,(-G Y) ? 
Y)@[&(Y, ~11 ds 7 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
E(rl:(Y) )2=~,k y> +bK c &s(x, t)&z, y) ds . 0 
ZEX 
(2.5) 
A rigorous derivation of (2.3) is given in Section 9.4 of [ 31. To see that (2.3) is correct, 
we note that a standard renewal type argument shows that 
f&,(x, t) = e -” 
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I‘ 
f 
+b e-bs 
0 
C p,(~,y)I~(~~,(~,~-~)+~)--l ds, 
,IEX 
and thus 
!YL 
at 
-(p-I-b)& +b&& + 1) - II = (p-O& +b@,(&,k) . 
The solution of this differential equation is given in (2.3). (2.4) and (2.5) can be obtained 
from (2.3) by showing that for g(z) =Al,,,(z), 
(GK(y,t)=-Am,+th2m2+o(h2) ashlO, 
where m, is the right hand side of (2.4) and m2 is the right hand side of (2.5). To start 
things off one needs (2.1) and the inequality Eq-:(y) GE ( $ ( = 1. We omit the details. 
There are two inequalities we shall often use. The first comes from combining (2.1) and 
(2.4): 
OG -&(& t) G c g(Y)Pr(& Y) . (2.6) 
VEX 
For the second, since 
~~x~t-.~(x~ z)P:(z, Y) ds< j-i C ZL~(X, z>p,(z> y)p,(y> ds 
ZEX 
(2.5) implies 
=zh(x, Y)G(Y) 9 
E(rl:(~))~Q,(x, P) f&&(X, y)G,(y) . (2.7) 
The next result is a duality equation; it shows that the transforms of 7, can be computed 
in terms of no and the transforms of the 77:. 
Lemma 2.2. If g E C,+ then 
If 77,) is a Poissonfield with intensity m, then 
E exp - =exp C ~(Y)&(Y, 0. 
YEX 
(2.9) 
Proof. In view of ( 1.2), the left hand side of (2.8) equals 
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- C g(~)?l:'~(y) 
vtx 
=EJJ [l+$,,k(x>t)l C ho log( 1+ I&(X, t)) 
x=X x=x 
This proves (2.8), and (2.9) now follows from the definition of a Poisson field. q 
We also need formulas for the first and second moments of rl,. 
Lemma 2.3. If v. = l then 
EW) = @‘P,(Y) 3 
E(%(Y))2<<Pr(Y) [I +&t(Y) +bK%Y)l 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Proof. (2.10) follows easily from ( 1.2) and (2.4). By independence and (2.7)) 
Var 7),(Y) = c J(X) var V:(Y) < c c(X) [Pr(X, Y) +&‘cP,(X~ Y)(%Y)l 
x=x xtX 
= iti, [ I+ b&(Y) 1 . 
This inequality and (2.10) imply (2.11) . 0 
We have already defined 
PJg) = C 7r(Y)(e-X’“‘- 1) +b 
I‘ 
0= C 4~) @[&(Y, s> 1 ds . (2.12) 
YEX ?.EX 
We need conditions on rrwhich guarantee that qV( g) is finite. One such condition concerns 
the symmetrized kernel 
P3-G Y) = c 
?EX 
Lemma 2.4. If ( 1.6) holds then TJg) is finite for all g E C,’ . 
Proof. The first term in the right hand side of (2.12) is finite since g has finite support, so 
it suffices to check that the integral in (2.12) is finite. But by (2.1) , (2.2), and (2.4) 
I 
,T c ~(Y)@[(GX(Y>t)l dtG;K c c g(w)g(z) j-;p:(u~) dt (2.13) 
r;EX w t x z E x 
which is finite. 0 
Corollary 2.5. If ( 1.8) holds and q~ < TT, then TJg) is$finitefor all g E Cz . 
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Proof. T < rr implies v, < rr for all t > 0. Hence, 
P,“(W, z) G c m)P,(Y, w>p,(z> G r(w>p;(z) f 
J'EX 
so (1.8) implies (1.6). Cl. 
Remark. The previous proof uses the simple fact that np G rr implies that np,< 7~ for all 
t > 0. In fact, the reverse implication is true too. For if the latter condition holds, y E X, and 
F CX is finite, then 
c r(x) [I(% Y) -P,(X, Y) 12 0 
XGF 
for all t 2 0. If we divide by t and let t -10 then we obtain 
T(Y) a- c r(x)p(x, y) 
XEF 
Let F f X to obtain np < rr. 
We now prove several results which explain why &, is of interest, and which give 
information about the measures ~~ (when they exist) determined by ( 1 S) . The following 
elementary fact will be used. 
Lemma 2.6. Let Y be a nonnegative random variable and suppose 0 < c < 1. Then 
(EY)’ 
P(Y>cEY)>(l-c)2x. 
Proposition 2.7. Fix y EX, t > 0, [E 8’, and let q0 = l. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) [P,(Y) <m . 
(ii) P( q(y) <co) = 1 . 
Proof. From (2.10) we see that E?,(y) = [p,( y ) , so (i) clearly implies (ii). For the converse 
we start with 
i(X) 
77t(Y) 2 c c 1(+(Y) >O) . 
XEX i- 1 
Since the events (v>j(y) >O), XEX, i= 1, 2, . . . . are independent, if (ii) holds then we 
must have 
c 5(x)p(ei(y) >O) <m. 
XEX 
By Lemma 2.6 (with c=O), (2.4) and (2.7), 
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Therefore 
so &~~(y) must be finite. 0 
Lemma 2.8. If IT satisfies ( 1.6)) then for g E Cz 
FAAg) = -A c T(X>S(X) +0(A2) ashJO. 
If, in addition, R- determines a measure p,, on B via ( 1 S), then E,,,q(x) = T(X). 
Proof. It is easy to see from (2.12) that for A > 0, 
*JAg) = -A C V(X)S(X) +O(A2) 
+b C T(Y>@[+,,,(Y, $>I ds as A10. 
YEX 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, 
c ~t~>@[‘b~,t~,s)l d <;KA’ c C gtw>g(z> j-;p:(w,z) dt 
YEX WEX ZEX 
which is 0(A2). Now if /.L~ satisfies (1.5), taking g(y) = l,,(y) gives 
E,_e-“77’x’=exp[ --AT(X) +O(A2)] as AJO, 
from which E,,q( x) = rr( x) follows. 0 
Lemma 2.9. If p is a measure on 2 such that T(X) = E,q(x) satisfies q+(y) <a for all 
yEXand t&O, then p(&) = 1. 
Proof. Let E(t) = ( 5~ z &$,(y) < 00 for all y E X], and consider the equation 
k,+,(Y) = c @W/%(x, Y) . 
Suppose &(x*) =a. Since pJx*, x*) >O, there exists y” EX such that p(x*, y*) >O. 
Then for all s>O, ps(x*, y*)>O, and since 5p,(x*) =m, &,+,(y*)=“. Thus 
E(t+s) 150. Next, by ( 1.2) and (2.4), 
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for each y by assumption. From this we obtain p( E( r) ) = 1 for each t, and ,u( &) = 1. Ei 
Remark. In particular, if rr satisfies ( 1.6) and determines a measure pr via ( 1.5), then by 
Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, pn( &) = 1. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Concergence: Fix g E C,C By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1, 
E exp - C g(x)dx) 
i x E x 1 
=exp C V(x) C pr(x, y)(e-“‘“‘-1) 
X=X [ Y F x 
+b ;y~x~z-.,~~~ Y)@[&(Y~ s)l ds] I 
rr(y)(e-R’“‘- 1) +b 
-text *A) 
as t+ ~0. Lemma 2.4 implies p,Jg) is finite, and in view of Lemma 2.8, this proves 
simultaneously that /.L,, defined by ( 1 .S) exists and that ( 1,7) holds. 
Inaariance: Fix s > 0 and g E C,’ . To prove that pV is invariant for qr it suffices to prove 
that 
exp p,(g) =E+, exp 
XEX 
(3.1) 
Let h(x) = -log( 1 +&(x, s)), and for finite KCX let &(x) =h(x)l,(x). Note that 
IKE Cz and hKth as KTX. Let A?‘( Q) be a Poisson field with intensity G-, and let 
V, = y( q) We have already seen that 
lim v,+ Ada) exp 
r-n 
(3.2) 
On the other hand, we have by the Markov property and (2.8), 
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< s ddv) exp 
as t -+ CC by ( 1.7). This shows that 
-, _f ddd exp 
exp q,(g) G 
I 
PAdq) cxp (- c r)(X)h,(lI)’ 
X6X 
Now let KTX and use (2.8) again to obtain 
exp KAg> G PAdrl) exp 
= E,,, exp (- c &MI). 
xtx 
For the reverse inequality, fix 6 > 0 and for K CX define 
m(K) = - C 4x1 log( 1 + +Jx, S> 1 
xeK 
and 
r, = r]: c r](x)h(x) <s 
> 
. 
XEK 
By Lemma 2.9, v,( ZO> = 1, hence 
v,+,(drl) exp - C gC~)~(x) 
( .XEX ) 
(3.3) 
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Since Eq,(x) = m(x), by Markov’s inequality we obtain 
dG)=P ( - c q,(x) log(l+&(x,s))>6 XCEK 1 
G - c v(x) log( 1 + e&(x, S))/6 
xBK 
=m(K')/6. 
Assembling these inequalities and using ( 1.7) gives 
lim inf 
*-cc 
ae-” I pm(h) exp - 
If we let K t X and then 6 j, 0, the last expression converges to 
(by (2.8)) which completes the proof of (3.1). We have used the fact that m( K”) J 0 as 
K t X. This follows from 
m(X) = - c n(x) log( 1-t V&(x, s)) 
XEX 
= - C n(x) log E exp - C g(y>rl:(y) 
XEX YEX 
f c r(x) c g(Y)Ee(Y) 
XEX YEX 
= c r(x) c g(Y>Ps(x, Y> 
XEX YEX 
= c g(Y)4Y) 9 
y=x 
which is finite. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
We first observe that ( 1.9) implies that lim,,, p”(x, y) =0 for all n> 1 and YEX. The 
proof is by induction. If F is a finite subset of X, then 
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pn+‘cG Y) = c P”( 4 z>p(z, Y> + c P”(X? Z)P(Z, Y) 
ZEF ZQZF 
< IFI maxp”(x, z)+supp(z,y) 
ZEF ZEF 
+ sup P(Z, Y> 
ZEF 
as x + 03, and by taking F large we can make sup zeF~(~, y) small. It now follows easily 
that lim,V,, p,( x, y ) = 0 for fixed f and y, and from this that for T < ~0 and y E X, 
supps(x, y) ds/O as FTX. 
X6F 
0 
(4.1) 
Proof of (a). The first thing to note is that ( 1.10) implies v,,< r for all t > 0, and hence 
that 71p G r. To see this, we have for fixed t > 0, ~p~+~(y) + ,rr(y) as s + 00. Thus for any 
finite FcX, 
%Pr+s(Y)~ c %PS(XMX~Y)-,, c ~(X)P,(X,Y)~ 
XEF XEF 
Let F t X to complete the argument. 
Next, Corrollary 2.5 shows that p,,(g) is finite for all g E Cz , and so our problem now 
is to show that 
+exp VAs> . (4.2) 
In view of Lemma 2.8, this will show simultaneously that pu, is well defined, and that 
P( 77,) =j /J+ 
The idea behind (4.2) is simple. By Lemma 2.2, 
EeXP - C g(x)rl,(x) =EexpC q,(x) log(l+&,(x,t)). 
( XEX 1 XEX 
Since the exponent in the right hand side above is negative, (4.2) will follow if we can 
show 
(4.3) 
Sincelog( 1 +u) -U asu-,0, and 1 r&(x, t) 1 ~C,,,g(y)p~(y) +Ouniformlyinxast+~ 
(by (1.8)), (4.3) is equivalent to 
c Q(X) r&(X? t) -+ p 9,(g) . (4.4) 
XEX 
Using (2.3) we expand the left hand side of (4.4) as 
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C 
XEX 
ridx)[ C pr(x3 y)(e-g”‘)- 1) +b Ji v~xp,_,(~, y)@[&(y, s)] ds] 
YEX 
= C q,p,(y) (e px’y) - 1) + b w'-.~(Y)@[&-,(Y, s) I ds . 
VEX 
Since qOpt(y) * ,rr(y ) , this last expression should converge to q,J g ) The problem is to 
justify this. Here are the details. 
Since the support of g is finite, and vopt --f Pn-, 
C vOpr(y)(e-g’Y’- 1) +P C 7r(y)(e-“‘“‘- 1) . 
y E x y E x 
Our task now is to show that 
wr-.dr>@[&(~, s>l ds+, J om C NY)@C(GK(Y, s>l ds, (4.5) y E x 
thus completing the proof of (4.4). This takes some work, so we organize the proof of 
(4.5) into several steps. 
Step 1. Fix E > 0, and choose finite F c X and T < ~0 as follows. By ( 1.8) there exists 
To < * such that 
I 
cc 
7~~ P,(z) ds < 8 for all ZE supp(g) . (4.6) 
Since q=(g) is finite, there exists a T> T,, such that 
By (4.1) there exists a finite F, CX such that 
s ’ sup pA(y, z) ds< E for all z~supp(g) . 0 VEFO (4.8) 
Now let F be finite, F, CF cX, such that 
,zF j-r m(y)@,[&(y, s>l ds> C lo’ ~Y>@['&(Y, S)l ds-s. 
y E x 
(4.9) 
Having fixed F and T, we compute the left hand side of (4.5) by breaking it into the three 
terms 
We will show that the first term is the important one, and that the second two are negligible. 
We begin with the negligible terms. 
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Step 2. 
f 
PC ( 1 
~o~r-s(y)@[&(y~ s>l ds>$= C g(z,)g(zdr(z,)+& -0. 
VEX 7 z, .z* 1 
(4.10) 
Proof. Observe that by (2.2), (2.4) and (2.6)) 
rlo P,-,(Y) @r (Gk(Y> s) 1 
G iK c S(2,)g(Z2)lloP,-,(y>Ps(Y, z,>P,(Y, zd 
:I .:2 t S 
(4.11) 
-‘&K c dZ,)g(Zd~(Z,) 
:I .z* ES 
since supp(g) is finite (we have used (4.6) ) . This proves (4.10). 
Step 3. 
(4.12) 
Proof. By (4.11), 
Q i&K c g(Z~)g(Zd%P,(Z,) 
?I ,72 ES 
which proves (4.12) (we have used (4.8) ) . 
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Step 4. 
T w-s(~)@[rCr,(~, s>l ds- C jo= n(y>@[$Jy, s)l ds 
YEF 
>& c I 
T 
r(y)@D[$Jy> s>l ds+e 
Y=F 
0 1 +O. 
Proof. If s<t<u, and S=u-s, then 
rl0n(Y> = 770W--s(~) 23 rlo~.~(~~~t-.A~~ Y) 2e-srlop.Ay> . 
This shows that 
(4.13) 
~-%oP.SY) G WG(Y) fes770pU(y) . (4.14) 
Nowsuppose6>OisfixedandO=t,<t,<... <t,=T,andti-ti_,<Sfori=1,2, . . . . n. 
Then 
770Pr-rl-,(Y) I ” @[&(Y, s) 1 ds fr- I 
+$’ t T(Y) JI”_, @[v&(Y, s)l ds 
Z=l 
=es7r(y) @I &(Y, s) 1 . 
Thus, 
VoPt-.AY>@[(Gh(Yv s)l ds 
A similar argument yields 
(4.15) 
r(y)@[J/,(y, s)] (4.16) 
Choosing 8 such that 1 --E<eWs<es< 1 +E, we get (4.13) from (4.15) and (4.16). By 
combining (4.9), (4. lo), (4.12)) and (4.13) we obtain the desired result, (4.5). q 
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Proof of (b). Fix vO E & and suppose vz * r], as t + ~0. If we define r by r(y) = Ev_(y), 
it suffices to show, by part (a), that n is finite-valued and opt + r(y). Recall from 
Lemma 2.3 that -%,(Y) =wd~) and ~~~,(Y))~~w~(Y)[~ +w&(Y) +b~~‘,(y)l. 
Thus Lemma 2.6 implies 
PC T,(Y) > 1%&Y) 12 $ 
% P,(Y) 
1-t VoPt(Y) +bK&Y) ’ 
If for some t, + 00, nOpr,(y) + 00, then for any K < ~0, 
lim inf p( Q,(Y) 2 K) a $ 
n-m 
This contradicts vr 3 q_, so it must be the case that 
SUP %Pt(Y) -coo 1 
and consequently that 
sup E(%(Y))2<m~ 
This shows that ( vt(y), t> 0) is uniformly integrable, and since am 3 v,(y), 
Es(y) = lim,,, Eq(y) < m. In other words, r(y) = lim,,, V,,JQ(Y) <co. 0 
5. Liggett’s example 
In this section we give an example suggested by Tom Liggett (private communication), 
for which the limit pu, in ( 1.11) is not invariant for 77,. The example has the property that 
for a particular [E &, [p,-+ n-, but np,< r for all t> 0. By Theorem 1.2, _9( qr) 3 pu,. 
But p= is not invariant, since if 7O has distribution pu, then 
E,V%(Y) = T,(Y) <T(Y) =E,V%(Y) . 
Here is the example. Let X= { (i,j): i,jEZ, Ogj~i<m}, and definep(x, y) by 
P((O,O), (l,O))=l, 
and fork> 1, 
P((k O), (k 1)) =1, 
P((kO), (k+Lo))=;, 
P((kj), (kj+ I>> = 1 1 O<j<k, 
p( (k, k), (k+ 1, kf 1)) = 1 -2-k, 
p((k k), (0, 0)) =2-k, 
and 
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p(x, y) = 0 otherwise . 
p(x, y) is irreducible, and both ( 1.8) and ( 1.9) are satisfied. Now define 
Dz 
G(x, y) = C P”(x, y) , 
,,=o 
T(Y) = $3 (0, O), Y> 1 
l(x) = ik -I> if x= (k, O), k> 1, otherwise . 
It follows from the definition of pt that G(x, y) = jr pr(x, y) dt, and from this that 
np,( y ) < g(y) for all y E X and t > 0. Hence, our goal is to show 
5P1--) 77 as t-a. (5.1) 
It is easy to see from the definition of pr(x, y) that it suffices to work in discrete time, and 
show that for fixed y, 
W(Y) + T(Y) as fi+m. (5.2) 
Let Y, denote a discrete time Markov chain on X with transition function p(x, y), let 
r= inf{ n > 0: Y, = (0,O) ), and let P” denote the law of Y, starting at x. Let 
H(n) = c 2kP’k-0’(r=n) . 
k=l 
The key result needed is 
H(n) + 4 asn-tx. 
Granted this fact, the rest is easy. For any y E X, 
(5.3) 
p(k.W(y, =y> = t p(k.0) (T=n-j)pj((0,0),y)tP'k3"'(Yn=y, 7>n). 
j=O 
Ify=(i,j),thenP’k,“’ (Y,=y,r>n)=Ofork>i,andP’k,“)(Yn=y,~>n)-,Ofork<ias 
n --) 03. Thus, 
S 
!w(Y> = c Wn-_w((O, 01, Y) +0(l) -r(y) 
,=o 
Proof of (5.3). Let Y and s be nonnegative integers, and let C( k, r, s) be the event 
(k+a, 0) , O<a<r, 
y = (k+r,a-r), r$a<k+2r, 
0 (u-r, a-r), k+2r<a<k+2r+s, 
(0,O) , a=k+2r+s+ 1. 
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It follows from the definition of p(x, y) that 
PO)(C(k, r, s)) =2--k--2=-‘f(k, y, s) 
where 
s- 1 
f(k, r, s) = r-J (1-2-k-r-9 . 
j=o 
Thus, 
f-‘(7=nf 1) = r,,:k+~+,s_, 2-k-2’-3-‘f(k r,s) 
We can now estimate H: 
H(n+l)= 2 2k 
k=l 
r,s,k+~+,=, 2-k-2r~s-!f~k~ r, s) 
n (n-k)/2 
= k:, rFo 
2k-“-‘f(k, r, n-k-2r) . 
,I - I 
= c 2-j-l ‘f5 f(n-tj, r,j-2r) 
j=O r= 0 
For fixed j and r, f( n + j, r, j - 2r) is bounded by, and converges to, 1 as n -+ ~0. It follows 
that H(n) converges to 
c 2-‘-‘([4j]+l)=$. 0 
j = 0 
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